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Global stock markets paused 
in the month of November, as 
initial upward moves fueled by 
US election results and the 
announcement of a second 

round of quantitative easing 
early in the month were offset 
by tepid economic reports and 
a resurgence of the European 
debt crisis. In an environment 
of increased uncertainty, US 
large cap stocks were 
essentially flat on the month 
and smaller company stocks 
advanced modestly, while 

non-US stocks declined both in local terms and due to currency depreciation relative to the safe-
haven US dollar.  

 
Bond markets reacted counter-intuitively to the new round of monetary stimulus, dubbed “QE2”, 
with Treasury yields rising and credit spreads widening in response to concerns about increased 
future inflation risks and contagion effects from the European Central Bank-orchestrated Irish debt 
bailout. In this environment, the broad bond benchmarks were negative for the month. 
 
Looking forward, the prospects for economic growth in the developed world appear quite muted. 
While job growth in the US has provided very modest positive surprises recently and there are 
signs that consumers are willing to begin spending at a moderate clip again, the drag of financial 
de-leveraging and the depressed real estate sector will limit overall job growth. While we still do 
not believe that a “double dip” recession is the most likely outcome, we remain concerned that 
there is a possibility of near term deflation followed by elevated inflation due to the impact of 

monetary stimulus. This scenario, which we call “Delav-flation”, is challenging for many investment 
programs. We continue to recommend a risk-balanced approach to asset allocation with exposure 
to investment categories that can perform well in these extreme economic environments. 
 
 

 
[Commentary courtesy of New England Pension Consultants (NEPC).  UUCEF has a consultancy agreement with 
NEPC to assist in the oversight of investment managers and provide other advisory services to the UUCEF 
Investment Committee.  NEPC® is an independent, full service investment consulting firm, providing asset 
allocation, manager search, performance evaluation and investment policy services to middle and upper market 
institutional investment programs.]  
 

 


